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A STRUCTURAL THEORY OF THE INTERNET  

IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
 

“It’s as incomprehensible as the internet and social media can get,  
but people enjoy it…I shrug my shoulders.”Ed Balls on Ed Balls Day.1 

 

The internet gave Britain, indeed the 

globe, a new holiday on April 28, 2011, when 

British Member of Parliament Ed Balls 

accidentally typed his own, made-for-the-internet 

name into Twitter. The rest is history. Five years 

later, his wife, fellow British MP Yvette Cooper, 

even baked a cake to celebrate the 5th annual 

#EdBallsDay, writing the original tweet in 

frosting. 

Nation states do not normally acquiesce to such outside interference with their 

sovereignty. Ed Balls had no intention of doing anything that day other than searching for 

an article about himself. The United Kingdom as a nation state made no decision to 

“declare” the holiday, yet Britain, and the world, will still celebrate #EdBallsDay every 

April 28 whether or not the holiday becomes an “official” act of the state. Something 

happened outside the control of Ed Balls, Britain, or anyone else, to imperceptibly, but 

certainly, alter British sovereignty, even “Britishness” itself, on #EdBallsDay. We argue 

that this ideational affect on sovereignty is structural, and seek independent variables that 

can forecast and illuminate how the new structure works. 
                                                
1Olivennes, Hannah & Dan Bilefsky, “With Errant Twitter Post, Politician Spawned a Holiday,” The New 
York Times, April 29, 2016, p. A4. 

Figure 1; Ed Balls celebrates his name day 
with a tweet 
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The best understood structure over international relations is the distribution and 

balance of power among nation states, called structural realism, which creates the 

invisible structure of world politics in a system of anarchy. Comparing world politics to 

markets, Kenneth Waltz explains structural realism’s assumption of states as rational 

actors, “Actors may perceive the structure that constrains them and understand how it 

serves to reward some kinds of behavior and to penalize others. But then again they either 

may not see it or, seeing it, may for any of many reasons fail to conform their actions to 

the patterns that are most often rewarded and least often punished.”2 Waltz ascribes this 

structure enormous power to “select” nation state behavior thus, “To say that ‘the 

structure selects’ means simply that those who conform to accepted and successful 

practices more often rise to the top and are likelier to stay there.”3States are privileged 

over non-state actors (NSA’s) into structural realism on the assumption that NSA’s can 

never achieve the power to affect nation state behavior in a self-help system premised on 

the security dilemma; that nation states’ preparation for war in self-defense produces a 

cycle of increasing military capabilities affecting the balance of power, and thus the 

structure itself.  

As #EdBallsDay illustrates, however, the internet in the 21st century exercises 

precisely this structural enforcement role on nation state behavior, constantly, every day. 

Rational nation states now calculate their behavior not just in response to other states’ 

power and capabilities defined as interests, but in an environment shaped and influenced 

by social media, the deep web, cybercrime, hacktivism, even what Ed Balls calls the 

“incomprehensible” possibility of one day becoming a holiday’s namesake. Robert 
                                                
2Waltz, Kenneth, ed. Robert O. Keohane, “Chapter 4. Political Structures”, Neorealism And Its 
Critics,Columbia University Press, 1986, p. 86. 
3Ibid. 
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Keohane anticipated such structural power arising from information in 1986. “If 

international institutions can evolve that improve the quality of information and reduce 

uncertainty, they may profoundly affect international political behavior even in the 

absence of changes either in international structure (defined in terms of the distribution of 

power) or in the preference functions of actors.”4 

In 1998, Keck and Sikkink recognized such non-state international institutions, 

based on information, can arise out of transnational advocacy networks, “communicative 

structures” functioning as “political spaces” negotiating “the social, cultural, and political 

meaning of their joint enterprises.”5 Seeming to describe the internet of the 21st century, 

Keck &Sikkink argue, “Networks operate best when they are dense, with many actors, 

strong connections among groups within the network, and reliable information 

flows.”6Network power also affects international relations throughSlaughter’s “new 

world order” of a global epistemic community, from which can spring global governance 

solutions to global problems, what Slaughter calls “disaggregated sovereignty”, the 

diffusion of each nation state’s own sovereignty into Slaughter’s latticed network of 

epistemic communities at the international level.7  Within the disaggregated network, a 

contested reasoned consensus is likely to emerge from the most thick and regular 

interactions; according to Risse, “characterized by a high density of informal 

interactions,”8 which again, echoes the structure of the internet.Networks can exercise 

power over international relations as both structures and actors, possessing a duality 
                                                
4Ibid, Keohane, Robert O., “Chapter 7, Theory of World Politics; Structural Realism and Beyond,” p.196. 
5Keck, Margaret E., & Kathryn Sikkink, Activists Beyond Borders; Advocacy Networks in International 
Politics, Cornell University Press, 1998, p.3. 
6Ibid, p.28. 
7Slaughter, Anne Marie, A New World Order, Princeton University Press, 2004. 
8Risse, Thomas, “Let’s Argue!Communicative Action in World Politics”, International Organization, 
2000, pp. 15, 19. 
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between the power of networks and power within networks.9 Keck &Sikkink argue, “the 

network-as-actor derives a great deal of its effectiveness from the network-as-structure, 

within which ideas are formulated, reformulated, tested, and negotiated.”10The internet 

displays both capabilities; individuals, organizations, and states accessing the contested 

landscape of the internet seek to influence the network itself toward specific ends, while 

simultaneously functioning within a status quo of norms embedded within the network 

power structure governing state behavior. 

Epistemic ideational power has long been understood to have constitutive power 

over the structure of the anarchic world political system. For example, the notion of the 

unitary nation state based in its territoriality, the post-medieval Westphalian state system 

itself, is merely an idea. John Ruggie argued in 1998 that a painter in 1425 reflected such 

constitutive change over international relations by inventing single point perspective, 

painting from a fixed viewpoint, rather than within the socially constructed 

multiperspectival rules of medieval painting. Ruggie’s resulting epistemic community is 

best described in his own words, “the mental equipment that people drew upon in 

imagining and symbolizing forms of political community”.11 Barnett and Finnemore 

source international organizations’ constitutive power over global anarchy in ideas 

themselves, as “the ability to create, define, and map social reality,”12 power manifested 

in classifying the world, fixing meanings, and diffusing norms.13 

                                                
9Kahler, Miles, ed., Networked Politics; Agency, Power, and Governance, Cornell University Press, 2009, 
p. 4. 
10Keck &Sikkink, p.207. 
11Ruggie, John, “Constructing the World Polity”, Routledge, 1998, p. 184. 
12Barnett, Michael & Martha Finnemore, Rules for the World; International Organizations in Global 
Politics, Cornell University Press, 2004, p. 30-31. 
13Ibid, p. 31. 
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Similarly, the biological metaphor of ideas as evolutionary organisms capable of 

evolving to the point of constituting normative structures in which states exist also has a 

long pedigree in IR theory. Adler in 1991, building upon Haas, describes a cognitive 

evolution of international relations which expressly includes elements of novelty and 

innovation within existing structures wherein individual actors create new ideas out of the 

status quo, not virgin births, but innovations within the path dependence of what came 

before. These ideas undergo testing, which Adler calls “selection”; the innovation meets 

Slaughter’s disaggregated networks, or Cerny’s transnational neopluralism, (or in our 

case, the internet) and is contested in a density of discourse that is the gatekeeper for the 

survival of the fittest ideas. If an idea survives Adler’s selection, it is then diffused across 

the same networks as accepted norms, which then develop into cognitive structures under 

which nation states behave, act, and react. In biological terms this is not a kind of stasis 

but a homeorhesis, an idea evolves like a microbe in a hostile environment and either 

survives or does not. The resulting generative cognitive structures are constitutive, not 

regulative, “organize rather than constrain behavior,” leaving a new landscape for nation 

states to navigate.14 Such ideational power is also famously noticed by Marxists, as 

Gramscian theory assigns responsibility for capitalist hegemony to all of us, who draw 

from our mental toolbox only rules and norms within the episteme of capitalism, a 

universal “common sense” creating among all a voluntary acquiescence to the idea.15 

Scholars and philosophers outside of politics have similarly theorized such 

epistemic network power arising from the internet. Pierre Lévy first wrote of “collective 

                                                
14Adler, Emanuel & Beverly Crawford, Progress in Postwar International Relations, Columbia University 
Press, New York, 1991, pp. 54-58. 
15Cerny, Philip G., Rethinking World Politics; A Theory of Transnational Pluralism, Oxford University 
Press, 2010, p.272. 
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intelligence” in 1995, “Cyberspace could become the locus for a new form of direct, 

broad based democracy.”16Lévy anticipated cyberspace would form a “collective voice”17 

capable of a “political symphony”18 that acts at the global level. By 2005, Lévy wrote, “I 

foretell the coming of one planet-wide civilization based on the practice of collective 

intelligence in Cyberspace19…No reference, authority, dogma or certitude will remain 

unchallenged by the future which awaits us. We are now discovering that reality is a 

collective creation. We are all in the process of thinking within the same network.”20 A 

“global brain” is how one scholar describes the internet in 2016, in defense of her pirating 

of academic research to make it free and accessible to all.21 

Like any power, the internet’s epistemic network power structure can be both 

utopian and dystopian, often simultaneously, not just once a norm is developed, but 

during the contested discourse, as the Arab Spring has proven since the Green Movement 

in Iran in 2009. During the non-street, online-only period of the Green Movement, when 

protestors were forced off the street into their homes, the internet created in Iran “spheres 

of strife (protest) and hegemony (power), wherein claims to information, ideas, values, 

and identities are contested and ruptured…”22 From the ground, a scholar observed of 

Iran’s Green Movement online, “Cyberspace presents a social space with mythic 

force…the case of Iran demonstrates that cyberspace can not only challenge state power, 

                                                
16Lévy, Pierre, Collective Intelligence,Plenum Press, 1995, p. 63. 
17Ibid., p.66. 
18Ibid., p.67. 
19Lévy, Pierre,Collective Intelligence, A Civilisation: Towards a Method of Positive Interpretation, 
International Journal of Politics, Culture, & Society, 2005, v.18, p.189 
20Ibid., p.191. 
21Murphy, Kate, “Should All Research Papers Be Free?” New York Times, March 12, 2016. 
22Rahimi, B,“The agonistic social media: Cyberspace in the formation of dissent and consolidation of state 
power in postelection Iran”, Communication Review, 2011, v.14(3), p.161. 
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but also produces new senses that often reveal a new way of doing politics.”23As the Arab 

Spring moved on in 2011 to erase sovereign Westphalian states off the map, utopian hope 

gave way to dystopian hellscapes across the Middle East, with ISIS now accessing the 

network as actors, in order to use the network as structure to attain its own ends.  

This paper argues the internet by the early 21st century represents an epistemic 

network structure affecting international relations with constitutive effects similar to the 

structural realist theory of distribution of power among nation states. Unlike the balance 

of power structure, which rests in material measures of the relational capabilities of 

nation states, the internet’s epistemic network power structure is ideational. The structure 

is invisible, yet omnipresent, exerting power capable of challenging Westphalian 

sovereignty in the blink of an eye. Like Ruggie’s“mental equipment”, it is a normative 

structure; i.e. norms develop within the network, are contested, and survive to create a 

structure within the anarchic system in which nation states exist, act, and react. If states 

act as billiard balls on a table, only moving when struck by the others, we argue the 

internet’s epistemic network power structure is the table itself imperceptibly undulating, 

changing how the balls roll, forcing states to move in one direction or another whether 

they intend to or not.  

 
Cybernetic Discourse Within Image Macro Memes as Evidence of Structure 

 

Will Dowd, a criminal justice student at St. John’s University in New York City, 

has been described by one of the professors on his campus as “the greatest mind for 

                                                
23Ibid. p173. 
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propaganda since Joseph Goebbels.”24 Dowd began a Facebook group on October 1, 

2015, called Bernie Sanders Dank Meme Stash 

(BSDMS), to support the US presidential 

campaign of Vermont U.S. Senator Bernie 

Sanders, a Democratic Socialist who had just 

joined the Democratic Party in April, 2015, 

specifically to run in the Democratic primary 

against former First Lady and Former Secretary of 

State Hillary Clinton. Members could post image 

macro memes supportive of Bernie Sanders which were “dank”, a colloquial term from 

marijuana culture for “quality”; some combination of Sanders support and marijuana, as 

Sanders is the first Democratic presidential candidate to advocate legalization of cannabis 

at the federal level. Figure 5 is the first meme Dowd posted on October 1, 2015. The 

Dank Meme Stash immediately exploded across the internet. 

At the time Dowd created BSDMS, Sanders trailed Clinton in every poll by deep 

double digits nationally and state to state, the first caucuses in Iowa were months away, 

and Sanders was practically unknown to the entire country outside a small group of 

dedicated supporters, including Dowd. Within two weeks, BSDMS had 1,000 members, 

and by New Year’s Eve, 4,000. On January 26, six days before the Iowa Caucus, BSDMS 

membership was at 30,000. After Sanders nearly won the Iowa Caucus on February 1st, 

and after winning the February 9thNew Hampshire primary by over 20 points, by 

February 11 BSDMS skyrocketed to 200,000 members. On April 18, on the eve of the 

                                                
24Phone interview April 19, 2016, Will Dowd. 

Figure 2; First meme posted in BSDMS Oct. 1, 
2015 
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New York primary, with Sanders on a month long winning streak and less than 200 

delegates behind Clinton, BSDMS membership was over 438,000.It is impossible to 

know how many memes now reside at BSDMS, however, in less than seven months, 

Dowd estimates that tens of thousands of memes were posted to BSDMS by tens of 

thousands of people.25 

In this way, image macro memes constantly dominate discourse online without 

ceasing, “spreadable media that have been remixed or parodied as emergent memes 

which are then iterated and spread online as memes.”26 Ubiquitous across the early 21st 

century’s internet landscape, memes were originally imagined by Richard Dawkins in 

Darwinian human evolutionary biological terms, ideas as a cultural unit, a metaphor for 

genes; memes are ideas which seek replication for the purpose of their own survival.27As 

an instantly clickable form of visual online media, memes today combine virtual 

physicality, with social and cultural connections, with purposeful production and 

consumption, which together illuminate the duality of structural network power; in 

network, and as network, accentuating the connection between agency and system which 

reveals structure.28 Memes arise in network; entering the participatory digital culture 

online, memetic ideas are contested, iterated, changed, and hijacked. If a meme survives 

the hostile online environment to spread, memetic power becomes of the network. It is 

not the meme itself that survives, but the ideas within the meme. 

Karl Deutsch examined this network power within international relations in his 

theory of political cybernetics, applied to the “’nerves’ or ‘neural networks’ of social 
                                                
25Ibid. 
26Wiggins, Bradley E., & G. Bret Bowers, “Memes as genre: A structurational analysis of the memescape”, 
New Media & Society, Vol. 17(11), 2015, pp.1886-1906, p.1892. 
27Ibid, p.1889. 
28Ibid, p.1891. 
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entities and processes, including the development and disintegration of governments, 

nations, intergovernmental agencies and international communities. Thus conceived, they 

can have important human-like powers or capacities.”29 Deutsch’s network theories were 

a distinctly dystopian product of his time, the Cold War; his cybernetics impacted the 

global system by giving rise to nationalism and war, specifically within closed military 

networks, that could begin to act as a kind of out of control cyborg leading to nuclear 

holocaust. Through Deutsch’s cybernetics, however, survival of ideas to the level of 

structural norms governing international relations can also be observed in the 

development of memes online. If Ruggie’s single point perspective painter Bruneschelli 

in 1425 had posted his painting on Facebook, we would be able to watch Ruggie’s 

epistemic discourse ensue within Deutsch’s political cybernetic network. Deutsch in 1966 

even seems to exactly describe how every internet image macro meme works; “internally 

labeled decisions and anticipated results, proposed by the application of results from the 

system’s past and by the blocking of incompatible impulses or data from the system’s 

present or future.”30 The network edits, textualizes, hijacks, remixes, parodies, contests, 

and shares the input painting in its countless iterations, constantly, 24/7, with the purpose 

of perpetuating the idea within the meme. In effect, we are watching the “global brain” 

think in real time. 

For example, when the precocious 1793 self-portrait of French socialite Joseph 

Ducreux met the internet 300 years later, it was only a matter of time before countless 

individuals added their own finishing touches, passed it along, self-perpetuating 

                                                
29Alker, Hayward R., “The powers and pathologies of networks: Insights from the political cybernetics of 
Karl W. Deutsch and Norbert Weiner”, European Journal of International Relations, Vol. 17(2), 2011, pp. 
351-378, p.355. 
30Ibid, p. 355, citing Deutsch, Karl W., The Nerves of Government, Models of Political Communication 
and Control, The Free Press of Glencoe, New York, 1966, p.105. 
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Ducreux’s original precocious idea. Ruggie’s epistemic discourse, within Deutsch’s 

political cybernetics, is visible in every iteration of the Ducreux meme, or any meme, on 

an individual actor level, simply by searching the internet for any meme’s countless 

iterations, as seen below. 

 

Figure 3; Random selection of Ducruex memes 

First, we see each actor access the network, as anyone seeking to edit the painting 

can only have access to it via the network. This is Keck &Sikkink’s most basic level of 

in-network power, i.e. the ability of each individual actor to access ideas instantly from 

anywhere at anytime. Second, we see Risse’s contested discourse begin. Once accessed, 

the individual actor applies his or her creative agency to the idea, changing the idea 

expressed in the image macro text in such a way that the original idea of the painting 

remains, but is given new meaning. Deutsch’s political cybernetics governs; the editor 

‘internally labels decisions and anticipated results’, i.e. writes and/or creates identifiably 

new content intended for a positive reaction, via ‘application of results from the system’s 
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past’, i.e. keeping the original theme alive in the new edit, ‘and by the blocking of 

incompatible impulses or data from the system’s present or future,’ i.e., perfecting the 

meme so it continues to spread online. 

The next step of the discourse brings us to the crucial moment where in network 

power meets of network power, becoming structural; the actor shares the new image 

macro with the world, and awaits the discourse. The newborn meme enters the 

participatory digital culture of the network, described by Jenkins as “a culture with 

relatively low barriers to artistic expression and civic engagement, strong support for 

creating and sharing one’s creations, and some type of informal mentorship whereby 

what is known by the most experienced is passed along to the novices.”31A global peer 

network, essentially, peer reviews the new creation, which Slaughter would recognize as 

disaggregated network epistemic expertise creating global norms. Central to participatory 

digital culture is contested discourse; other actors within the network engage with the 

new idea, giving a thumbs up, or a “like”, sharing the image macro, or retweeting it, or 

commenting on it, or editing it, running with it to create new iterations…or not. The cycle 

perpetuates itself, transforming a “simple stand-alone artifact to that of a full-fledged 

genre, a genre with its own set of rules and conventions.”32 Norms thus develop online 

constantly, but within memes, we see the paper trail of their creation and development, 

each touch to the image macro visible and carrying with it creative agency, purposive 

altering, an old idea, a new idea, iteration and reiteration, density of informal interaction, 

and the means with which to test the new idea in perpetuity within the network; a 

structure.  
                                                
31Jenkins, H., Confronting the Challenges of Participatory Culture: Media Education for the 21st Century, 
The MIT Press, Cambridge, 2009, p.3. 
32Wiggins, p.1890. 
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How do ideas evolve out of the ceaseless Deutschian primordial ooze of a 

frivolous meme’s normative evolution and self-perpetuation all the way to structural 

impact on nation states within anarchy?  The omnipresence of a contested discourse 

online is self-evident to anyone logging into their own Facebook account. Memes are 

merely an example of how every idea online enters the same Deutschian ooze, and either 

evolves to survive it, or not. Ronald Deibert argues that such online discourse occurs in a 

“hypermedia” environment with similar normative constitutive power to the environment 

created by Gutenberg’s printing press. Echoing Deutsch, Deibert describes the 

hypermedia environment as “likened to the interaction between species and a changing 

natural environment…social forces and ideas survive differentially according to their 

‘fitness’ or match with the new communications environment…”33 For example, the idea 

within Will Dowd’s BSDMS seeking Deibert’s “fitness” is basic self-perpetuation. “The 

memes are far less concerned with policies the candidate has promoted, or statements 

he’s actually said, than they are with furthering his Internet-icon status.”34 Keck & 

Sikkink have shown that this “fitness” has a specific character, arguing that the most 

effective transnational advocacy networks, those capable of challenging sovereignty and 

changing nation state behavior, are “issues involving bodily harm to vulnerable 

individuals, and legal equality of opportunity…aspects of belief systems or life 

experiences that transcend a specific cultural or political context.”35 One such “legal 

equality of opportunity” idea merged tellingly in 2015 with an image macro meme 

                                                
33Deibert, Ronald J., “Hypermedia: Modes of Communications in World Order Transformation”, PhD 
dissertation, University Of British Columbia, 1995, p.ii. 
34Dewey, Caitlin, “How Bernie Sanders became the lord of ‘dank memes’”, Washington Post, February 23, 
2016, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-intersect/wp/2016/02/23/how-bernie-sanders-became-
the-lord-of-dank-memes/ 
35Keck &Sikkink, p.204. 
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emerging from the Deutschian ooze, reaching Deibert’s “fitness” to the point of 

challenging sovereignty at the structural level; gay rights.  

The March, 2015 passage of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA) in 

Indiana precipitated immediate blowback by major businesses and globally recognized 

brands across the country. Widely seen well before its signing as a naked attempt by the 

state to allow any business in Indiana to discriminate against lesbians, gays, bisexuals, 

and transgender Americans (LGBT), Indiana’s RFRA was only the latest of a decades 

long effort to embed LGBT discrimination into state laws across the US. But within days, 

the Indiana law was changed at the demand of businesses vulnerable to economic losses 

both inside Indiana and out, all suddenly aware of an acute and immediate political risk to 

their bottom line. The response to what had been assumed for decades as a safe, 

politically costless use of Jim Crow Pavlovian dog-whistle hate politics caught Indiana 

government officials totally by surprise. Practically overnight, a global normative 

consensus was decided that Indiana’s SB101 was illegitimate, unjust, and morally wrong. 

It all started with this image macro meme. 
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Figure 4; Initial GLAAD meme attacking Indiana SB101 

Here we see one of Keck &Sikkink’s “political entrepreneurs” enter the discourse 

by tossing a meme into the Deutschian ooze; the advocacy group Gay & Lesbian Alliance 

Against Discrimination (GLAAD) created this graphic, a picture of the unannounced, no 

media allowed, signing ceremony, and tweeted it out March 29,36 including text from 

research into the bill’s homophobic sponsors. The idea, namely that Indiana’s RFRA law 

was illegitimate and wrong, immediately achieved Deibert’s “fitness” within the 

hypermedia environment, evidenced not just by the avalanche of other actors across the 

economic and political spectrum challenging the law, announcing boycotts of Indiana, 

eventually leading to the total surrender of Indiana’s sovereignty to the new norm 

enforced online, but evidenced also in the Deutschian memescape online during the 

crucial period between March and April 2015, as below.  

                                                
36Murray, Ross, “One simple graphic shows the anti-LGBT animus behind Indiana's new law”, GLAAD, 
March 30, 2015, http://www.glaad.org/blog/one-simple-graphic-shows-anti-lgbt-animus-behind-indianas-
new-law 
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Figure 8; Random collection of Indiana RFRA memes 

In this instance, the finding is not that an anti-RFRA, pro-LGBT structural norm 

arose online and now exists governing international relations; the finding is that memes 

are an independent variable, through which one can observe a norm develop as it 

continues to be contested online, within the structure. Nation states considering whether 

or not to step into this discourse face a structural order in which a state’s sovereign 

actions on the topic of LGBT rights are guaranteed to be vigorously contested within the 

online Deutcshian ooze. New RFRA laws discriminating against LGBT, plus a new 

wrinkle targeting transgender use of public bathrooms, have continued to emerge into the 

post-Indiana normative landscape, with boycotts and campaigns emerging online to both 

support and oppose them.37The “fitness” of the new norm imposed on Indiana is being 

decided. We can thus observe, through the study of image macro memes as a variable, the 

                                                
37Bendery, Jennifer, Michelangelo Signorile, “Everything You Need To Know About The Wave Of 100+ 
Anti-LGBT Bills Pending In States” Huffington Post, April 15, 2016, 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/lgbt-state-bills-discrimination_us_570ff4f2e4b0060ccda2a7a9 
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thick, constant, & contested epistemic discourse of transnational networks as they give 

rise to new normative structural power within international relations.  

 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
 

 
We return to Waltz’s billiard analogy; this paper shows that Westphalian states 

and interests within them in the early 21st century not only bounce off each other within 

the structure of the balance of power, the table upon which the balls roll now constantly, 

often imperceptibly, warps beneath them at the speed of the internet. This structure is 

entirely ideational, applying its power to quite literally anything, giving rise to norms that 

can survive the Deutschian ooze to become structural. Ed Balls on April 28, 2011, 

accessed the internet’s in-network power, whether he knew it or not. Of-network 

structural power took his tweet and made it a British, even global, holiday.  Continuing 

today, countless iterations of individual actor agency within a ceaseless density of 

informal interaction contested the discourse around the idea of #EdBallsDay, giving rise 

to a new epistemic international norm governing the structure of anarchy among nation 

states. #EdBallsDay and new norms governing LGBT rights are but two examples 

proving this structure this structure has the power to govern nation states, their 

sovereignty, and interests within states. 

The risk posed by this new epistemic structure is the same as the risk faced by a 

nation state seeking to build military power within the security dilemma balance of power 

structure. This structure is both utopian and dystopian simultaneously; it can defend the 

LGBT community in Indiana, while at the same time spreading death and chaos in the 
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normative ruins of the Arab Spring. In the case of #EdBallsDay, this structure can act 

merely as a trickster, leaving behind nothing more than a new, normative lesson in how 

the internet works. A nation state action within this new structure may or may not lead to 

a reaction strong enough to threaten sovereignty, but since this new structure is 

ideational, any nation state action on any idea, is now guaranteed to bring a response 

from, and within, the epistemic network power structure of the internet. The most 

powerful new norms, “selected” as “fit” for survival, can affect nation state behavior and 

sovereignty instantly, while governing decision making constantly, lest a nation state’s 

sovereignty be threatened by an internet created norm so existentially, the billiard balls 

collide into war, or perhaps one falls into a pocket. 

As in Slaughter’s disaggregated networks, Cerny’s transnational neopluralism, 

and Adler’s cognitive evolution, this paper shows how online norms arise, are contested, 

selected, and how the most fit norms survive to constitute the structure.  We call this 

structure’s source the “Deutschian primordial ooze” of the internet, the constant, 24/7, 

cybernetic ideational churn in which ideas may or may not evolve and survive to become 

structural norms. Through image macro memes, we see the Deutschian ooze at work; 

individual actors apply their creative agency to and enter this contested discourse, 

creating a density of informal interaction that tests developing norms in a kind of 

biological evolution of ideas which determines the fitness of those ideas to become 

structural norms.  

Given the vastness of the internet’s cybernetic data, and the constant discourse, 

this structural theory can illuminate the development and contestation of structural norms 

from any ideational source. For example, appearing to emerge from nowhere, Bitcoin in 
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fact emerged from the epistemic structure endemic of the virtual space. The notion of 

Bitcoin itself is a contested norm; the idea that a currency can exist and be commodified 

untethered to any nation-state’s sovereignty.  There is no physical representation of a 

Bitcoin, or any previous iteration. Bitcoin is merely code made to achieve a value added 

representation based on subverting the norms from which other currencies achieve their 

legitimacy, and creating new norms. Within every Bitcoin transaction lies the cybernetic 

Deutschian discourse giving rise to Adler’s “cognitive evolution”, all possible only via a 

global epistemic structure online. Global social movements, such as the Arab Spring, 

which rely on the internet for their existence, themselves emerge from and spread within 

the same Deutschian cybernetic ooze, contesting old norms with new norms. Each 

cybernetic application of individual actor agency to the transnational normative discourse 

is often visible and measurable, both quantitative and qualitatively. There is thus fertile 

ground and ample data for further multi-disciplinary research into the development of 

epistemic structural norms arising from the internet. For example, an index can be 

developed which could potentially forecast the survival of new epistemic structural 

norms arising online, and thus the probability of fat tail events affecting the sovereignty 

of nation states and interests within those states. Researching the development of online 

structural norms contesting other existing structural norms (such as market norms) can 

illuminate the credibility of traditional media in diverse cultures, the likelihood of 

contagion, and the reactions of nation states. 
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